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Team: 10U AA Minor 

USA Hockey Certification: Level 5 
Playing Experience: 
High School  (1989-1992): 
● 1989 AAA Hockey PA State Champion 

● 1989 AAA Hockey PA Western Final MVP 

● 1989 AAA Hockey Rookie of the Year 

● 1992 AAAA PA State Hockey Champion 

● 1992 AAAA Western Final MVP 

● 1992 AAAA State Hockey Champion MVP 

● 1990-1992-Team Pittsburgh Select 

● Juniors: 1992-94 

● 1992 Nepean Raiders, Tier II Junior A. Ottawa Canada 

● 1993-Perth Blue Wings Eastern Ontario, Perth Ontario 

● 1993- Athens Aeros Eastern, Smith Falls Ontario Champion Junior B  

● Champion 

● 1993-1994- Cleveland Barons, North American Junior Hockey League. Cleveland Ohio 

● Semi-Pro(1994-1998): 

● 1994-1998 Bitburg Bears, zweistellige,Bitburg Germany 

 
Coaching Experience: 
● 1998-1999- Bantam AA. Westminster Colorado 

● 2008-2014- HMI Summer Hockey Camps 

● 2008-2013- Jr Hurricanes/RYHA U8 

● 2013-14- AA Minor Squirt 

● 2014-15- AA Major Squirt  

● 2012-2015 USA Level 5 USA Hockey Coach 

 
Coaching Philosophy: 

My general hockey coaching philosophy is that we should be preparing our youth athletes 

for the game of life. The game of hockey gives us opportunities to teach character, integrity, and 

accountability and having the ability to play hockey is a privilege.  As coach I never forget the 

impact we have our athletes. I see my coaching influence as an opportunity to put players in a 

position where they can develop to their fullest potential through proper teaching and nurturing. 

Each player is part of our Jr. Hurricanes family, and each player deserves every chance to 

succeed and deserves the utmost respect. 

Playing on a team and making great friends over the years is a blessing. We spend too 

much time traveling, competing and recovering from competition and not enough time preparing 

for it. There is too heavy a focus on the result rather than the performance. This attitude leads to 

long-term failure, I will not forgo the development of skills to focus on specific game tactics. I don’t 

like early specialization as it pertains to positions in our sport. An early focus on just one or two 

sports often leads to injuries, burnout and capping athletic potential. Coaching hockey and my 

coaching objectives at the youth level is all about development. When I study how our u10, u12, 



and u14 athletes learn, the number of repetitions of specific skills and situations that occur in 

practice versus a game, I quickly see where players have a chance to develop the most: Practice.  

To love hockey, our young athletes first have to play it. And to excel at it, they need to play it and 

love it. To love the game of hockey, kids first have to play in an environment that brings out their 

passion. Part of my coaching philosophy is creating an environment that encourages our youth. 

The more they love the game, the more they’ll play it. And the more they play, the better they’ll 

achieve their full potential.  

 Dryland, video, school sports and social activities are the big picture essentials for 

playing hockey at competitive and elite levels. Growing an athlete is not just about ice time, 

shooting and passing. Playing hockey requires an athlete to be well rounded in each of these 

categories. Therefore, as a coach it is important for me to understand the big picture of life and 

how these essential categories pertain to it.  Most importantly having a seasoned attitude when 

talking to player and parents about dryland, video, school sports and social activities is essential 

for success in helping a young athletes cultivate their passion for our sport. For me having a 

seasoned attitude about each of these categories means that we need to hear the concern and 

address the issue as if it was a marathon not a sprint.  Over the years, I have spent a tremendous 

amount of time educating myself through my level 5 USA Hockey certification, formal education 

and video review techniques.  I have personally pushed myself as I compete in the Crossfit 

games for my second year, plus I am pursuing my Doctorate in Sports Psychology.  I pride myself 

in taking my time to understand proper drills and how drills can become progressive on the ice, I 

do this by reviewing NHL Video, and u10 video, but I also take the same time to understand 

dryland training as it pertains to plyometric, metcon, and tabata training. My dryland training 

includes: 

 

● Workouts combine training, speed, aerobic performance and power. 

● Workouts include dynamic warm-ups 

● Full body lifts with core stability  

● Linked exercise with stick handling 

● Explosive whole body drills and exercises 

● Age specific standardized testing will be done comparison and goals. 

● Hockey specific drills for balance, speed, agility and strength.  

● I heavily promote healthy nutrition before and after games and practices 

● Focus on movement, agility, balance, and coordination. 

 
Goals for the Season: 
Here is my vision and expectations for the year, we will: 

1) Create a safe a fun learning atmosphere for my players so they can grow physically, 
socially, and emotionally during the year. 

2) Allow opportunities for players to develop on and off the ice by maximizing their potential 
strengths and working on weaknesses. 

3) Create long lasting relationships for both families and players. 
4) Serve as a role model and teach positive values through sport. 
5) Not satisfied when producing a winning record, but with producing winning athletes. 

 

 


